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EDITORIAL NOTE

M

uharram is the first month of Islamic lunar calendar. It is remembered by the
Muslims for great sacrifices and martyrdom of Hazrat Imam Hussain (RA) and his
companions at Karbala. This is one of the biggest human sacrifices in the Islamic
history, for upholding the teachings of our prophet Hazrat Muhammad (SAW).
During the month, our Worthy Managing Director inaugurated Disaster Data
Recovery Center at Manga. This facility was imperative for Company as the majority
business processes are now computerized, requiring reliable data storage, and backup
of data in case of any disaster or natural calamity. SNGPL has become the leading
technologically advanced Organization with the advent of such facility.
This month also featured a Girls Squash Tournament on the occasion of World
Squash Day, wherein, our player won the under-19 finals, which demonstrates SNGPL’s
continuous commitment to promotion of sports in Pakistan.
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MD WORDS

With the advent of October, the mercury starts dropping while average household gas
consumption steadily increases. Historically our winters have been very strenuous featuring adverse
gas demand supply situations. But this year, situation will be much better as compared to past years
due to injection of sufficient RLNG supply in the network. With the induction of RLNG to the system,
low pressure situations will be curtailed to a greater extent.
October 08, 2005 will always be remembered for the terrible earth quake that severely
impacted country as a whole. Lots of people lost their lives or got crippled, while many lost their
livelihood as a consequence. The whole nation stood united at this difficult time and made true the
quote of Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah “United we stand, Divided we fall”. All of us at SNGPL
have to learn from that difficult time on the nation. The most important of all is to stand firm during the
hardest of times and I expect the same from all the employees of the Company, while we continue to
brace the changing dynamics of Energy Sector

THE PRIDE
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COVER STORY

INAUGURATION OF DISASTER RECOVERY CENTRE AT MANGA
Nadeem Nisar & Sarah Ali

G

iven organization's increasing
dependency on Information
Technology to run its operations,
a disaster recovery plan, sometimes
also called a Continuity of Operations
Plan
(COOP),
is
increasingly
associated with the recovery of
information systems data. A disaster
recovery (DR) site is a facility an
organization can use to recover and
restore its technology infrastructure
and operations when its primary data
center becomes unavailable. A
disaster recovery site is an important
asset because it keeps an organization
running, albeit in a lesser state. The
decision about what kind of (DR) site
an organization needs and its location
requires careful planning and a
balance of costs against any risks.
SNGPL is one of a very few
public sector organizations in Pakistan
which has successfully automated its
business processes using enterprise
systems such as CC&B, ERP etc. as
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well as Company employees Email,
Company web site, and other tailor
made management systems, etc.
IT/MIS department has tried its best to
provide a platform for departmental
collaboration. A data center was
established in Head Office building
equipped with the state-of-the-art
features
like
fire
suppression,
precision cooling, etc.

Manga on October 12, 2017. Amer
Tufail DMD (S), SGM (Audit), SGM
(Projects), SGM (CS), GM (Store), GM
(Admin) and GM (Telecom) also
graced the occasion.
GM-IT/MIS briefed about the
project infrastructure and latest IT
equipments installed at site. He shared
the success story and also intimated
the senior management about the
hurdles faced by IT team during this
project. The disaster recovery center is
well equipped and has the capacity to
manage the load in case of any
disaster.

Keeping in view the sensitivity
of systems, data and imperative of
24/7 availability of these online
systems, a Disaster Recover site was
the need of the day. At start a (DR) site
was established in Islamabad. The
The key components of DR
Management advised to move this site
Site
include,
at company owned premise i.e.,
Manga.
1. Power (Dual Power Sources with
Centralized Monitoring and Automatic
The project was initiated in switch over between sources)
August, 2016 and completed in May,
(Precision
cooling;
2017. The DR Site was inaugurated by 2. Cooling
the Worthy Managing Director Amjad designed specifically for data centre
Latif in a gracious ceremony held at environment)

3. Fire
Detection
and
sensors
(Equipped with VESDA ”Very Early
Smoke Detection Apparatus” etc)
4. Fire Suppression (FM200 system for
fire suppression- Suitable for IT
equipment)
5. Physical
System)

Security

6. 24/7 Support
Monitoring

and

(Bio

Metric

Centralized

Nadeem Nisar (SO-IT/MIS)

7. Structured Cabling (Optical Fiber towards successful execution of the
project but the dedication and hard
and Ethernet Cables)
work of Nadeem Nisar (SO-IT/MIS)
8. Servers and Storage (IBM Power 8 and Saad Jamil (EO-IT/MIS) is really
Servers, Storage and VMware Servers commendable.
to mange private cloud)
We truly appreciate the
This was a crucial activity, support and efforts of Civil, Stores and
which is completed with day and night Projects Departments in achieving this
untiringly efforts under the guidance of milestone and successful completion
GM-IT/MIS Muhammad Riaz and Yasir of the project.
Mirza
(CO-IT/MIS).
All
IT/MIS
Executives and Staff have worked
Last but not the least we would

Saad Jamil (EO-IT/MIS)
like to acknowledge the guidance and
personal interest of Dr. Zafar M Alvi
Ex-SGM (IT/MIS) in the project. In
order to recognize his interest and
involvement, MD-SNGPL also called
and appreciated his efforts.
Nadeem Nisar is Senior Officer and Sarah
Ali is Executive Officer in IT/MIS
Department at Head Office.
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TRAINING

Azam Khan Wazir

“THE COMPLETE COURSE ON MANAGEMENT”
AT BARCELONA, SPAIN

A

training course titled “The Complete Course on Management”
was organized by M/s. Aztech
Training and Consultancy at Barcelona, Spain from 18th to 22nd September, 2017. The training was of significant benefit to all professionals who
were interested in further enhancing
their management skills. It was highly
useful for senior level executives working in different organizations. The
Author got an opportunity to attend the
aforementioned training course with
the blessings and approval of Management.
The instructors utilized variety
of latest learning techniques to ensure
maximum understanding, comprehension, and retention of the information
presented. It comprised of a combination of presentations, group exercises,
videos and class discussions in order
to examine in depth study of the
course contents. The course contents
and brief description is as under.
THE FOUNDATION OF MANAGEMENT
The main topics discussed
were; Management demands courage,
employing the right management style
at right time, accepting responsibility,
accentuating the positive and having
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the courage to turn your ideas into
action.
DEALING WITH WORKPLACE CONFLICT
It was related to latest techniques and methodology to deal with
workplace conflict. The instructor
especially briefed the organizational
conflict, understanding the causes of
conflict, managing individual differences, managing conflict for productive
outcomes and creative benefits of
productive disagreement.
MANAGING
ORGANISATIONAL
IMPROVEMENT
The main topics which came
under discussion were focusing on
continuous improvement, diagnostic
tools for organizational/team appraisal,
organizational culture, overcoming
and managing resistance to change,
coping with risk and risk avoidance
and measuring the success of
improvement efforts.
BUILDING AND LEADING THE MOTIVATED TEAMS
A well groomed and experienced trainer explained the basic
ingredients required for building and
leading the motivated teams. The
issues discussed in the session were
relating to characteristics of effective

teams & ineffective teams, managing
the factors affecting team performance, empowering team development, utilizing team diversity and
coaching required to enhance the
team competence.
MANAGING PROBLEM SOLVING
ACTIVITY
The
instructor
delivered
lecture and conducted group discussions on the subject. The topics
covered were relating to balancing
analytical and creative thinking, effective use of mind mapping, capturing
the power of brainstorming, unlocking
teak potential, treating problems as
challenges and planning for future
improvement.
The
participants
discussed variety of methods and
channels for achieving the ultimate
goal through problem solving activity.
It was very useful training course and
provided an opportunity to interact with
the participants from different countries having different cultural backgrounds and expertise in their respective fields. The overall experience with
the institute was very good and a
special care of the participants was
also taken.
The writer is Sr. General Manager (HR).

Ejaz Ahmad Chaudhry

SESSION AT SIHALA POLICE ACADEMY ON
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

S

ihala College is one of the oldest
and largest training colleges of
police in Pakistan. The College
prides itself in training officials from
national
and
international
law
enforcement agencies.
Sohail Habib Tajik, DIG at
Sihala College invited Ejaz Ahmad
Chaudhry, Senior General Manager
(SNGPL) to give presentation on
authentic leadership development to
the trainee officers at the college.

by the employees in routine at the
workplace. Ejaz Ahmad Chaudhry
briefed the management team on how
they can build the trust of their teams
and guide them to pursue their goals.
Following which, the session provided
different tips and techniques to the
team members on how to get indulged
in their job.
Ejaz Ahmad Chaudhry trained
the top management on how to
discover their True North which can
help them to achieve authentic
leadership.

The training session took
place on January, 26 2017. Auditorium
He further taught the trainees
was arranged to house more than 200
that the unpleasant events or crucibles
officers and the session commenced
which come across in one’s life shapes
right on time at 9 o clock in the
an individual as a person and as a
morning.
leader, because a leader uses such
The purpose of the four hours events to transform his life rather than
long session was to familiarize and getting angry on why it happened.
train the staff members on the Feedback from close friends, family
leadership challenges that are faced and mentors is necessary to assess

oneself that where he stands and also
to get over the blind spot which every
individual possesses. The last step in
discovering the True North is shifting
the mindsetfrom ‘I to us” this is the
point, where authentic leadership is
recognized.
The presentation included
short videos to explain the contents of
presentation more vividly. At the end of
the presentation, a shield was
presented to Ejaz Ahmad Chaudhry. A
vote of thanks was given by Sohail
Habib Tajik, DIG to Ejaz Ahmad
Chaudhry in honouring his valuable
time and knowledge for the trainee
officers at Sihala Academy.
The writer is SGM (ES), Head
Office. Mr. Chaudhry has completed a
course
in
Authentic
Leadership
Development from Harvard University
(USA).
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MANAGEMENT
CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT IN SNGPL
Asif Iqbal Qureshi

“W

hen anyone asks me how I
can describe my experience of nearly forty years
at sea, I merely say uneventful. Of
course there have been winter gales
and storms and the like but in all my
experience, I have never been in an
accident of any sort worth speaking
about. I have seen but one vessel in
distress in all my years at sea…. I
never saw a wreck and have never
been wrecked, nor was I ever in any
predicament that threatened to end in
disaster of any sort.”
On 14 April 1912, the British
ship Titanic sank with the loss of 1500
lives. One of which was its captain…...
Extracts from the paper
presented by E J Smith at a conference in 1907.
The happening of above unexpected event, which resulted in such a
huge loss of lives,makes us realize the
importance of Risk Management.
What Corporate Risk is?
Any event, situation or circumstance which, if it occurred, would
aversively impact the achievement of
objectives, including the failure to
capitalize on opportunities is called
Corporate Risk.The corporate risk may
result in a disaster like above if risk
Management not taken seriously and a
controlled Environment is not respected.
What happened in the past in
the corporate world due to lack of risk
management is evident from following
events.
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Risk management is one of the
emerging specialized
areas in the Corporate
World and all major
organizations
worldwide have acknowledged the sensitivity
and significance of Risk
which may be encountered and necessary
steps are being initiated
to avoid occurrence of
any undesirable event
Frauds committed worth:
in future. Accordingly,
• Satyam: £ 1.0 bn+
• Callmate: £ 38 mn
realizing the importance
of risk management
SNGPL has duly created a specialized Risk Management Department headed
by Chief Risk Officer, for identification and evaluation of various operational
(financial and non-financial) risks affecting the Company in coordination with all
functional departments.
VOLKSWAGEN
• 11 million cars affected worldwide
• 8.5 million vehicles recalled in Europe
• Direct cost: £ 4.8 bn (£ 1.8 bn loss)
• Potential fines: £ 70.0 bn+
ENRON
• Shareholders lost: £ 44.0 bn
• Employee pension lost: £ 1.2 bn
• Job lost: 20,000+
ARTHUR ANDERSEN
• One of the Big-5 audit firms lost its
license:
• Annual revenues: £ 5.5 bn
• Number of Employees: 85,000+

The main responsibility of Risk Management Department is developing,
implementing and managing risk management programs and initiatives including establishment of risk management awareness programs within the Company, implementation of risk mitigation strategies, including appropriate internal
controls to manage identified risks.
Corporate Risk Management requires the Identification of key business
risks in a timely manner. It needs consideration of the likelihood of risks crystallising and evaluation of the Consequential impact upon the business. It also
demands the establishment of the priorities for allocating resources available for
control, setting clear control objectives, and communicating them to the right
people.

• Business strategy
• Objective
• Cause of Risk
• Consequence and
Impact
• Timeframe

IDENTIFY

ASSESS &
EVALUATE

• Changes since
previous update
• Additional
comments
• Review at AC level

MONITOR

MANAGE

• Risk owner &
manager
• Impact
• Linklihood
• Total Risk Rating

• Current activities
• Further activities
• Status

Corporate Risk Management – Risk Factors

External Factors
Political
Sovereign
Legal / Regulatory
Public Relations
Capital Markets
Infrastructure / Cultural
Industry Economic Trends
Health & Safety
Press / Media
Competition
Trade Relations
Catastrophe

Assessing Business
Risk: The Risk Mapping
Following is
the Matrix generally
used by corporate
world for Risk Assessment, Itsimpact and
likelihood

Information
Manpower
Assets & Money
Processes
Product
Access
Recruitment
Efficiency
Life Cycle
Unauthorised Use
Integrity
HR cost
Capacity
Quality
Theft/Fraud
Confidentiality
Quality of HR
Cycle Time
Customers
Safeguarding / Protecting
Relevance
Training Needs
Wastages/Losses
Development
Capitalise On Alternative
Availability
Opportunities
Sourcing
Image
Use
Complete & Accurate
Reward & Recognition
Outsourcing
Reputation
Capital Availability
ERP
Alignment /
Hiring / Termination
Robustness
Pricing
Valuation
Consistency
Policies
Disaster Planning
Brand Equity
Treasury
Dashboards
Ethics/Values
Business Continuity
Trademark
Currency - Foreign
Performance Indicators
Change Management Environmental H&S
Distribution
Exchange
Regulatory Reporting
Fraud
Technology
Competitiveness
Liquidity
Financial Information
Management Style
Quality Control
Benchmarking Data Protection Acts / Laws
Derivatives
Leadership
Change Management
Product loss
Bank Relationships
Public Relations
Media Relations
Diversity
Supply Chain
Contamination
Credit facilities
Budgets & Plans
Language
Project Management
R&D
Interest Rates
Investment
Appraisals
Health & Safety
Contingency Plans
Pension Funds
Unauthorised Use
Excise/Taxation
Insider Trading

Impact

Strategy and Guidelines
Leadership
Directions/Goals
Corporate Governance
Alignment / Commitment
Corporate Social
Responsibility
SWOT/Sensitivity Analysis
Organisational Structure &
Development
Change Management
Resource Allocation/
Planning
Acquisitions / Joint
Ventures
Product / Market Life
Cycles
Required Return
Capital Structure

High
Medium
Low
Low

Risk Heat map can provide a useful frame work to determine
an appropriate risk response.
General guidelines are as follows:
1. If risk falls in green area: We can accept the risk (with appropriate monitoring), as cost of mitigation strategy may outweigh its
benefits.
2. If risk falls in orange area: We should go for appropriate risk
reduction/mitigation strategies, more over risk transfer/sharing
strategies may also be used depending upon the conditions.
3. If risk falls in red area: Better to avoid that risk, as it may result
in disaster.
Some of the suggested options for managing risk are listed
below:
•
•
•
•
•

Acceptance of Risk (with appropriate monitoring)
Mitigate the Risk - through Internal Controls
Reduce the Risk (Contingency Planning)
Eliminate the Risk or Terminate the Activity
Exploit the Risk - manage it first

If Risk Appetite is insufficient after the above, Transfer the Risk
(e.g. through Insurance)

Medium
Likelihood

High

Benefits of Corporate Risk Management
Having risk management system in place, corporations may achieve several benefits including but not
limited to followings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced decision making
Appropriate allocation of resources
Preventing risks from crystallising
Reduced impact of a risk
Effective response if a risk arises
Satisfy external requirements for Risk Management

Key Principles of Corporate Risk Management
Risk Management should be embedded in
our everyday business conduct. It should oversee
both threats to success (downside risks) and missed
opportunities for benefit (upside risks) and be closely
linked to real decision making actions through clear
ownership and accountability. It must have an
integrated pragmatic approach ensuring cohesion
across risk management activities in the organisation
with minimum duplication of work. It should have an
established approach followed by consistency and
gradually improve the Company’s risk management
capabilities

THE PRIDE
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Role of Risk Management Committee of Board of Directors
The risk management committee of the BOD within an organization may have following main aims:
Creating risk awareness and ensuring appropriate risk management system is in place within the company.Establishing risk management policies andthat adequate and efficient system are in place to identify report and
monitor risks.Continuous review of the company’s risk management policy by ensuring dissemination of risk management policy and controls within the company to all employees and management levels.Ensuring training at all
levels to raise awareness among employees regarding their responsibilities for risk management.Ensuring that
best practices of risk management are used by the company.
Conclusion:
In light of points as discussed above, Risk Management is the responsibility of everyone in the organization.
It should form part of managers’ skill sets and it should be underpinned by a robust control framework i.e. Identification, Testing, Monitoring.Risk is “anything that may prevent achievement of a goal / objectives, including not capitalizing on opportunities”. Business itself carries risk.Shareholder value / cash flow returns are the rewards for successful
risk-taking in business.Successful management and control of a business depends upon the identification and management of those risks that may impact on the business in meeting its objectives. SNGPL has taken right steps in this
direction to ensure sustainability of the organization in ever changing and dynamic corporate world.
The writer is General Manager in Billing Department, Head Office.

BRIEF

BLOOD DONATION CAMP AT CMS LAHORE

Muhammad Junaid Khalid
What greater joy then donating something, but your own blood to help save a life. It is stated with great honor that we have
organized a blood donation camp at Central Meter Shop, Lahore. It is a great feeling to spare some time out of our busy office
hours for a noble cause like donating your blood to deserving patients (majority of whom are children) fighting against a genetic
blood disorder disease like Thalassemia. The Blood donation camp was organized at CMS Lahore on 30.08.17, in collaboration
with Fatimid Foundation which is the largest voluntary health care and blood transfusion service provider in Pakistan. The event
started off with the recitation of Holy Quran, followed by a detailed presentation by representative of Fatimid Foundation, in which
awareness regarding importance of blood donation and its benefits on donor’s health was elaborated. It was astonishing to see the
response of Central Meter Shop staff as a number of Executives, Subordinate staff even Female executives and Janitors also
donated blood. The one day activity bore fruitful results as 70 blood
bags were collected. We need to comprehend that millions of patients
whose lives depend on blood transfusions owe their indebtedness to
millions of blood donors all over the world. There is no substitute for
blood and there is no cause noble than donating blood to save life. The
modern concept is to use components of blood according to specific
indication as such one unit of blood donation can save three lives rather
than one. The joy and relief is immense in all spiritual terms by donating
blood for saving three lives rather than one. I would urge all, to think
about it for a moment, spare a few minutes from your busy life and be a
cause of happiness for Thalassemia affected children. In the end, I
would really like to appreciate and thank all those who were involved in
some way or the other in organizing this event and we will continue to do
whatever we can for the betterment and development of society.
The writer is Executive Engineer, HSE at Central Meter shops.
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TECHNOLOGY
Muhammad Qasim

PORTABLE GAS DETECTORS

Portable gas detectors are
handheld equipments to be used for
detection/ monitoring of different type of
gases in the environment prior to start of
operational work activity. The purpose of
monitoring is to ensure safety of work
activity/ working personnel and assets.
These detectors measure concentration
of gases against their defined hazardous
limits and intimate with sound alarm and
flashing light.
Recently HSE Department has
procured 25 advanced technology
portable gas detectors “GasAlertMicro5”
Series BW Technologies by Honeywell,
and handed over for further utilization by
Distribution/ Transmission and Compression Departments during operational
activities to ensure safety at workplace.
These detectors can be used in open
environment and confined places as well
by using different modes of the equipment against following gas hazards:
1.
Flammable (Risk of Fire/ Or

Explosion) gas hazard
2.
Toxic (Risk of Poisoning) gas

Adnan Rafique

death by asphyxiation (suffocation).
hazard
3.
Asphyxiant ( Risk of suffoca- We all need to breathe the Oxygen
(O2) in air to live. Air is made up of
tion) gas hazard
several different gasses including
1. Flammable Gas Hazards:
Oxygen. Normal ambient air contains
A flammable gas is a coman Oxygen concentration of 20.9%.
pressed gas that can easily catch fire
When the oxygen level falls below up
and continue to burn.
to 19.5%, the air is considered
Oxygen-Deficient. Oxygen Concen2. Toxic gas hazards:
Some gases are toxic in nature trations below 16% are considered
and can be dangerous to life even at unsafe for Humans.
very low concentrations. These toxic
These detectors can also be
gases have very strong smells like the
used to measure oxygen concentradistinctive “rotten Eggs” smell of
tion in the working environment. MoniHydrogen Sulphide H2S. In our case
toring activities are being performed
Methane gas can contain Sulpher
by using these gadgets at different
contents which are toxic in nature and
sites.
cause damage to human life and pipeHSE Department is working to
line failure due to corrosion factor.
ensure worplace safety through world
3. Asphyxiant Hazard:
wide recognized safety monitoring
An asphyxiant gas is a nontoxdevices.
ic or minimally toxic gas which reduces or displaces the normal oxygen The writer is Executive Engineer, HSE at
concentration in breathing air. Breath- Faisalabad-T.
ing of oxygen-depleted air can lead to

MICROWAVE COMMUNICATION

The process of transferring
information or energy wirelessly is called
wireless communication. Further wireless
communication is divided into three
groups. Radio waves, Micro waves,
Infrared. A system to transfer audio,
video or data from a one place to another
place using a beam of radio waves in the
micro wave frequency range is called
Microwave communication. This Microwave communication used electromagnetic waves measured in centimeter, the
frequency range between 1.0 Gigahertz
(GHz) to 30 GHz. Microwave communication consists of indoor unit
(IDU),
outdoor unit (ODU) and Antenna. The
IDU contains much more intelligence of
the system. The main functions of the
IDU are providing the Data interface,
Multiplexing / deMultiplexing, Error
correction, Modulation and Demodulation and Alarm status monitoring. The

Diversity mode as well as to cover
fading effect.
Following facilities are provided
through this Microwave Back Bone:
•
Companywide
Telephonic
Voice Communication Network.
•
SCADA based real-time remote
monitoring and control of high pressure
gas pipeline network at Gas Control
Centre, Faisalabad for efficient transIn SNGPL, the Telecom Departportation of natural gas.
ment has established state of the art
•
Video Conferencing between
dedicated Microwave Network from Sui
Head Office, Gas Control Centre (Faisto Peshawar for Voice & Data Communialabad), Regional Distribution Offices.
cation along high pressure Gas pipeline.
•
Routers based Wide-Area-NetWhile link budget preparation, it was
working for data connectivity of IT/MIS
essentially considered that, all radio links
services and Customer Care & Billing.
shall be in redundant mode 1+1 configuration to ensure 100% availability of the The writer is Executive Engineer,
smooth network. Some of the links are Telecome at Head Office.
designed in (MHSB) Monitored Hot
Standby mode for short hop distance.
Where as for long hops used (SD) Space
ODU receive data from IDU and convert
into RF signal. ODU gets the power from
IDU through IF cable. ODU-IDU
connected by a single IF cable. Antenna
is used to send and receive microwaves
signal. Antennas are installed on microwave tower and align in line of sight,
usually for microwave frequency band
Parabolic Antenna is used at both ends.
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WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP ON PERFORMANCE OF METER READING
CROSS-VERIFICATION ACTIVITY

Sajid Javed

I

n acquiescence of management
vision regarding effective monitoring and control towards Company
business, it is of utmost importance
that meter reading activity should be
transparent and effective with respect
to reporting and identification of anomalies. In order to sensitize the matter
and enlighten the importance of this
crucial activity which is backbone of
Company’s revenue and goodwill, a
workshop was conducted at Conference Room, 6th Floor, Head Office on
Friday, 06.10.2017. All Regional Billing
Heads alongwith their respective Focal
Persons on cross-verification of meter
reading attended the workshop.

Billing Heads and other executives
also shared their experiences regarding different aspects of this activity and
also submitted valuable feedback
regarding improvements to ensure
effectiveness of the said activity.
Main points discussed and
deliberated in the workshop are as
follows:-

• Quality of reports and identification
of anomalies
• Standardized Comments Regarding
• CMS Conditions
• Meter Conditions
• Meter Working
• Seals Conditions
• Regulator and Gauge Conditions
The workshop was designed
• Business
on interactive session basis wherein
• Leakage
GM(Billing) apprised the participants
regarding Management’s vision and • Analysis
• Daily Consumption based on visit
role of Regional Billing Heads and
• Daily Consumption based on Monthly
first-line executives in performance of
• Per Day Annual basis Consumption
cross-verification with special focus on
• Per Day corresponding month
quality of reporting and identification of
anomalies noted at site. Regional Consumption
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Subsequently,
Saghir
ul
Hassan Khan, CFO; Sohail M. Gulzar,
SGM (D-S) and Mehmood Zia Ahmad,
SGM (D-N) also embraced the workshop with their presence and
addressed the participants, shared
their extensive experiences and knowledge and gave valuable guidelines to
sharpen the skills and understanding
of the participants.
GM (Billing) further expressed
his hope that the Management’s
endeavor has been well communicated and that participants have learn
through this workshop and will ensure
implementation of suggestions and
course of action deliberated during the
session.
Lastly, GM (Billing) expressed
gratitude to the CFO, SGM (D-S/N) for
sparing valuable time and their
precious input and thanked the other
participants.
The writer is Deputy Chief Engineer in
Billing Department, Head Office.

SPORTS
World Squash Day was celebrated all over
the world on Saturday, 14th October, 2017. As
part of celebrations, Pakistan Squash
Federation organized a Squash Tournament
for Women Senior and Under-19 age
categories, at Mushaf Squash Complex,
Islamabad on 12 – 14 October, 2017.
A considerable number of players from the
provinces of KP, Punjab and Sindh
participated in the tournament. A prize money
of Rs 300,000 was distributed amongst the
participating players.
In the Under-19 finals, Noor Ul Huda from
SNGPL defeated Komal Khan from Wapda
with a game score of 11/3, 11/9, 6/11 and 11/7
.In the Senior Women category, Riffat Khan
from Wapda defeated Zoya Khalid from Army
with a game score of 11/9, 1/11, 11/3, 6/11
and 11/6.

A SEMINAR ON "REVIVAL OF SQUASH IN PAKISTAN"
ON WORLD SQUASH DAY 2017 AT SNGTI

SNGPL arranged a seminar on World squash Day 2017 at SNGTI. The topic was "Revival of Squash in Pakistan". Sheraz
Saleem, General Secretary, Punjab squash Association graced the occasion as a Guest speaker.Top ranking players
along with national squash coaches including M.Neeam, Imran and Zulfiqar paricipated in the Seminar and expressed
their valuable insight. Audience of the seminar appreciated the efforts of SNGPL Management for arranging such a
tremendous event on this important issue.
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ALL IN THE SNGPL FAMILY
Amnah Khalid d/o Muhammad Khalid Mahmood, Deputy
Chief Accountant, Head Office has secured 471(95%)
marks in 9th class exam held under the Lahore Board.

Syed Usman Javed s/o Syed Ahmad Javed (Compliance Officer, Billing) Islamabad,
got commissioned and passed out from Pakistan Military Academy Kakul Abbotabad
in 136-PMA Long Course as Lieutenant. Major General Touqeer of Army Services
Corp presented souvenir to Lt Usama on his successful training at PMA.

Muhammad Haroon, Sports Officer recently nominated by Pakistan Olympics
Association participated in International Summit of “Young Professionals in
Sports” organized under the banner of 19th World Festival of Youth and Students
held in the Month of October at Sochi, Russia. He also presented his project
"Enhancement of Players' performance through sports psychology in Pakistan".

SUPERANNUATIONS

Ghulam Ud Din
Senior Supervisor Record Keeper
Administration Department
Head Office

Muhammad Nawaz
Supervisor General Duty Records
Transmission Department
Multan (T)

Mumtaz Hussain Qureshi
Senior Supervisor Pipeline
Distribution Departmen,
Lahore East (D)

Muhammad Riaz
Deputy Superintendent Meter Reader
Billing Department,
Rawalpindi (D)

Mother of Asif Hayat Bhatti, Executive Engineer (Civil, Head Office) passed away on 3 October 2017.
Father of Sibghatullah Suri, Senior General Manager (Projects, Head Office) passed away on 18 October 2017.
Mother of Khalid Ali, Technical Officer (Mardan Region) passed away on 24 October 2017.
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EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
TOP PERFORMERS

Mian Abid Nawaz
Deputy Chief Billing
Billing Department, Head Office

Ammar Faisal
Senior Engineer
Project Head Quarter

Rafaqat Ali
Officer IT/MIS Department
Head Office

Mavaiz Khan
Officer CS, IT/MIS Department
Islamabad

He has developed a “ Bills and Payments Reconciliation
Register” for RLNG consumers. This helps the Regional
Billing Focal Resources to identify all unpaid bills in a
short time and their subsequent recovery measures.

His efforts and hard work led to the commissioning of
Transmission Line from upstream to the downstream
Valve Assembly at Head Balloki, which included one HD
Drilling and two overhead crossings.

He has put tremendous efforts in Subordinates
Agreement execution through Payroll Module of
ERP. Further, he has also automated the tax
certificates of executives and subordinates.

He managed to rectify more than 35,000
complaints received through 1199 in CC&B last year
June 2016 to June 2017 and rectified approximately
3000 complaints in Aug 2017.

BEST PERFORMERS

TOP PERFORMER

Farhan Ali Zaidi
Sub Engineer
HSE

Muhammad Razzaq
Officer IT/MIS Department
Head Office

Shamaila Ikram Gill
Officer IT/MIS Department
Head Office

Muhammad Arif
Officer Billing Department
Head Office

He has performed his duties and shown extra
ordinary efforts for successfully completion of
various HSE activities in stipulated time at
Kacha Khu Camp.

He has successfully configured Islamic Avenue in
Provident Fund of employees in the Payroll Module
of Oracle ERP.

She has developed an online monitoring
system”CMS Dashboard” for Industrial Consumers
where metering data is accessible through GPRS
based Modems.

His dedicated and committed efforts have resulted in
timely recovery of Rs. 996M from different Govt.
defaulter consumers like CDA, PWD, Jail and
Hospitals etc. during FY-2016-17.

BEST PERFORMERS

Muhammad Naeem
Senior Supervisor Law Department
Head Office

Sajjad Haider Sheikh
Supervisor Billing
Lahore Area

Moazzam Ali
Assistant Incharge Computer Operator
Projects Head Quarter

He played a key role to make operative Litigation
Case system Software. LCS has provided a great
convenience in the overall working of the Law
Department.

He performed a key role in commercial
disconnections, recovery, timely submission daily as
well as monthly reports and all other assignments
assigned to him for onward submission.

He has timely and efficiently completed the task
of raising job numbers of 900 Km supply mains (6
Ø and above) spread all over the distribution
regions of SNGPL.
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GLIMPSES

Federal Minister Sheikh Aftab Ahmed called on MD SNGPL Amjad Latif.

Arif Habib, Chief Executice Arif Habib Group.Ltd in a meeting with DMD (S) and MD SNGPL.

Zahid Abid & Sibghatullah Chaudhry from Dunya TV & Daily Dunya interviewing MD SNGPL Amjad Latif.
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Umer Farooq, Dawn News interviewing MD SNGPL Amjad Latif.

MD SNGPL, Amjad Latif delivering lecture on Risk Managment at SNGTI.

Participants from 45th Commons Training Program visited SNGPL.

THE PRIDE
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TRAINING
Sui Northern Gas Training Institute (SNGTI)

holds a number of training programs every month aimed at enhancing the capacity of the Company employees.
Let’s have a look at the training programs conducted during the month of October 2017.

Course Title

Trainers

Salman Rasheed
Executive Officer (Coord.)
Sohail Shahzad
Achieving Zero Accident Goal Through Proactive Safety
Sr. Engineer (HSE)
Rao Javed Iqbal
Plumbing for Distribution
Sr. Engineer (M.C)
Jehanzaib Khan
UFG Controllable & Uncontrollable Factors
Sr. Engineer – UFGC
Hashim
Fire Prevention
Executive Engineer (HSE)
Khwaja Amir Hayat
Certification Course on Welding
Executive Engineer (QA)
(API 1104) For Executives
Waheeb Iftikhar
Defensive Driving
Executive Engineer (HSE)
M. Ali Chughtai
Gas Theft Control & Recovery Act
Sr. Law Officer
Rumman Omar
Maintenance of Gas Distribution Network
Dy. Chief Engineer (Dist.)
Talat Mahmood
Hands on Training - P.E in Distribution
Executive Engineer (Q.A)
(D 2513) For Subordinates
Dr Huma Tabassum
First Aid & CPR
OH Consultant
Rehan Amjad
Hands on Training - P.E in Distribution
Senior Engineer (Q.A)
(D 2513) For Executives
Rafaqat Ali
Advance Excel For Executives
Officer (IT/MIS)
PPRA Rules

Asad Fawad, Officer (T&D) conducting a session on Time & Stress Management.
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Course Title
Introduction to MS Word
Advance Excel For Subordinates
MS Excel for Subordinates
Presentation Skills
Time & Stress Management
Principles of Management
Customer Services (For Subordinates)
Leadership Skills
Change Management
Kaizen Management
Business Communication - I
Six Sigma
Business Communication II

Trainers
Ayyaz
Senior Officer IT/MIS
M. Rizwan
Executive Officer (IT/MIS)
M. Razzaq
Officer (IT/MIS)
Usman Iftikhar
Executive Officer (T&D)
Asad Fawad
Officer (T&D)
Usman Saleem
Officer (T&D)
Usman Iftikhar
Executive Officer (T&D)
Usman Iftikhar
Executive Officer (T&D)
Waqas M. Qureshi
General Manager (T&D)
Asad Fawad
Officer (T&D)
Usman Saleem
Officer (T&D)
Asad Fawad
Officer (T&D)
Usman Saleem
Officer (T&D)

M. Ilyas, Ex GM (P) delivering a lecture on best Distribution Practices.
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